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Transmitter / Bluetooth 5.1 Receiver Mcdodo CA-8700
 Increase your comfort while driving with the Mcdodo brand receiver. Create the atmosphere of your dreams in your car and comfortably
play  music,  use  navigation  and  make  phone  calls  without  taking  your  hands  off  the  steering  wheel.  The  device  supports  enhanced
Bluetooth 5.1 technology, provides HD sound quality, has a built-in microphone and can connect to 2 smartphones simultaneously. The
cable is equipped with USB-A and DC 3.5 mm connectors and has a maximum length of 1.7 meters.
  
 
Bluetooth 5.1 technology
 Thanks to the improved Bluetooth 5.1 technology, you will  enjoy reliable and stable transmission over a distance of up to 10 meters.
Also contributing to the lack of interference is the 3.5mm gold-plated connector, made with the utmost care. You'll be able to connect up
to 2 smartphones simultaneously with the Mcdodo transmitter without any obstacles. Comfortably listen to music, talk on the phone and
use navigation!
  
 
High quality sound
 Take your musical experience to a new level and enjoy crystal clear HD sound. Use navigation as well, enjoying the improved quality of
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audio messages. What's more, a high-quality microphone is built into the device. Mcdodo product will be great not only in the car, but
also at home! Freely connect phones, laptops and tablets to the transmitter.
  
 
Attention to detail
 The Mcdodo receiver provides automatic connection as soon as you start the car engine. It has a flexible cable with a maximum length
of 1.7 meters. The transmitter's shell is made of zinc alloy, which ensures efficient heat distribution and increases the safety of product
use. An LED indicator will inform you about the connection status of the device.
  
      Manufacturer Mcdodo   Model CA-8700   Connectors USB-A/DC 3.5 mm   Frequency  20HZ-20KHz   Transmission range up to 10 m  
Power supply USB2.0   Cable length 0.45 m to 1.7 m    

Preço:

€ 8.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Adaptadores Bluetooth
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